
Didn’t Take Long: Crushed Bug ‘Additive’ Being Fed To Kids Across The EU

Description

In the wake of EU approval of two types of insects for human consumption, products are flooding the
shelves of EU grocery stores. Now children are being fed meatless diets in order to save the world
from flatulating bovines and resource-intensive ranchers. Some cultures in poorer areas of the world
eat bugs mostly because they are poor and cannot afford other types of protein. ? TN Editor

As of yesterday, a food additive made out of powdered crickets began appearing in foods from pizza,
to pasta to cereals across the European Union.

Yes, really.

Defatted house crickets are on the menu for Europeans across the continent, without the vast majority
of them knowing it is now in their food.

“This comes thanks to a European Commission ruling passed earlier this month,” reports RT.

“As per the decision, which cited the scientific opinion of the European Food Safety Authority, the
additive is safe to use in a whole range of products, including but not limited to cereal bars, biscuits,
pizza, pasta-based products, and whey powder.”

But don’t worry, because the crickets first have to be checked to make sure they “discard their bowel
content” before being frozen.

Lovely stuff.

Critics suggested that once bugs become widely accepted as a food additive, their consumption will
become normalized across the board.

“The Liberal World Order has decided that the little people must eat bugs to prevent the climate from
fluctuating, in accordance with ruling class ideology,” writes Dave Blount.

“Yet rather than mindlessly obey The Experts as most did with Covid policy, people have resisted. So
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our moonbat overlords are furtively sneaking insects into food.”

“This will allow them to reveal in the near future that we have already been eating bugs, so there is no
reason to object to them shutting down farms and imposing a new diet.”

The European Union also recently approved the use of Alphitobius diaperinus, otherwise known as the
lesser mealworm, for human consumption.

As we have exhaustively documented, globalist technocrats and climate change activists have
consistently lobbied for people to start eating bugs to fight global warming, despite the practice being
linked to parasitic infections.

I somewhat doubt that elitist technocrats who recently visited Davos will be switching to the bug diet,
no matter how much they browbeat us about man-made climate change.

Back in November, the Washington Post advised Americans that instead of a traditional Thanksgiving
dinner, which now is unaffordable for a quarter of families, they should instead look to eating bugs.

While livestock farmers in the Netherlands are being climate change regulated out of existence, school
children are being indoctrinated to eat bugs, while another German school has banned meat entirely.
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